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CANADA - The New Brunswick legislature passed a bill amending the province's human rights code to prohibit sexual orientation discrimination.

According to Leanne Targett, head of the New Brunswick Coalition for Human Rights Reform, the law was signed 5/21 by New Brunswick Governor General Gilbert Flinn. It amends the province's Human Rights Code to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation, age and pregnancy, in the areas of housing, employment and access to public services. The bill passed by a vote of 34 to 8.

"I think it's extremely significant," Targett said of the bill's passage. "I think it will encourage the rest of the provinces ...to get at it." Her group reported that Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec and the Yukon territory already have similar legislation.

NO PICKETS AT FUNERALS

KANSAS CITY, Kan. - The actions of a local fundamentalist have prompted the state legislature to pass a law making it illegal to picket a funeral.

According to Associated Press, the legislature took the action 4/27 after members of the Westboro Baptist Church, which is led by minister Fred Phelps, "picketed at the funerals of several persons who were thought to have died of AIDS" in Topeka and Wichita, Kansas. Under the Kansas Funeral Picketing Act, a person found demonstrating at a funeral or during a burial could face misdemeanor criminal charges.

June 20 - More than 200 people joined in Bangor, Maine's 1st annual Gay and Lesbian Pride Celebration.

June 13 - Lesbians and Gays turned out in record numbers to celebrate Boston's 22nd Gay Pride Day.

Boston's dyke bikers head down Beacon Street.

June 6 - Miserable weather didn't deter members of Portland's Gay and Lesbian community from celebrating.

Members of Am Chofshi smile through the rain.
Dear APEX:
I applaud your June issue, which I just came upon; I found each article brief yet incisive. Especially the "Pissed Off Dyke's" focused appraisal of the struggles in L.A.

Yours in Pink Pride,
Bob Lebel

Dear APEX:
We would like to thank APEX for the interview about The Apollo Society (recently formed for the benefit of New England's Lesbian and Gay atheists, ethical humanists, free-thinkers and Hellenes), which appeared in your June issue. It fully captured the essence of our lengthy, in-depth interview-discussion about religious homophobia. Response to the article has been overwhelmingly favorable.

Unfortunately, we need look no further to find religious homophobia than the local church-led attempt to overturn Portland's new civil rights law. It proves our motto: "RELIGION IS THE PROBLEM, NOT THE ANSWER!"

Much more unfortunate is The Matlovich Society's rejection to our offer to speak at one of its meetings on the religious history of homophobia, as seen from the atheist-historian's point-of-view, which was made over a year ago. As of this date, we have received no acceptable explanation from the Society for its turn-down. As Maine's only forum for discussing matters of interest to the Lesbian and Gay Community, shouldn't The Matlovich Society be open to all points of view?

Sincerely,
Alexander Wallace
Chairman, Pro-tem

To the Editor:
Alexander Wallace's saying that "homosexuals ... were the great women" gives me no comfort as a lesbian. He refers, I suspect, to the ancient versions of males' cross-dressing - beyond that objection to his way of speaking he has a very narrow view of what comprises religion. The heretics of the Inquisitional times of Christianity included witches, pagans, Jews, gypsies, penitents, gnostics along with homosexuals/lesbians. I particularly object to his idea that women could be included under the aegis of Apollo since that god in Hellenic times was a god against "mother right." Maybe he hasn't read Oresteia by Aeschylus? Woman hating and killing stuff!

Pre-monotheistic religions understood metaphor. Today's one god as one truth did/does demand an "I" versus "thou" consciousness. I am myself religious but as a pantheist. Apollonian science "rationalism" has done no better than fundamentalism to advance the rights of individualism. We don't need Bible retranslations for literalists. Apollo was the god of religion as "God's" law in Greece. The opposite of fundamentalism is atheism but there are other possibilities for spiritual consciousness.

W. Ashley

To Our Readers:
We are gratified by the wonderful response we've received from the community. As APEX celebrates six months of existence, we thought it appropriate to thank you all once again for your tremendous support.

However, APEX's existence is marginal. We are never sure if we'll have enough money to pay for each month's printing and postage. APEX is produced on a volunteer basis - no one is paid a salary. In fact, we all contribute more and more personal resources each month; we are reaching

More LETTERS ⇒ page 8

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the collective.
NO BUSINESS AS USUAL - this month in activism

Maybe we ought to rename pride weekend Portland Poured, or Gay Shame Day? The elements certainly conspired - some with more sentiment than others - to dampen queer spirits. First, our fair city decided to turn Forest Avenue into some kind of post-earthquake Santa Cruz just in time for the lesbian and gay Film Festival, then the police threatened they would clamp on the irons for a Pride Day die-in - and then it had to go and rain on our parade.

Nonetheless, the smallish band of marchers kept to more than respectable heights of volume and morale. Things ended weirdly with a little off-street die-in by activists, who wondered aloud whether it was rain or ennui that kept other paraders from joining in. Onlookers said that die-ins seemed tired, empty, overdone nowadays. The fact is that without stopping traffic a die-in has no bite, and most marchers were unaware of the foregoing night-long haggle between police and activists who wanted a 60-second die-in, for everybody willing, in a major downtown intersection. Such displays of solidarity with the AIDS community (via minor public inconvenience) have become standard fare in many pride parades around the country. But police took the opportunity to clamp down on the ongoing radical queer rebellion in this town: they threatened to arrest anyone who lay on the street on Pride Day.

We need not tolerate this kind of interference anymore. We are strong enough to force more concessions from the status quo and its protectors, the cops. Let's get all kinds of lesbians, gays and queers in on the act early this year by joining the pride committee from day one to demand more from next year's parade - including a rain date. We might do well to emulate the pride-weekend activities of DAM (Dyke Action Machine) and FAB (Fag Action Brigade) who, apparently working in graphic and tactical tandem, posted the town with their uncompromising, water-proof, cop-resistant pride.

Speaking of action, ACT UP's latest involved a visit to Kennebushport on Memorial Day, with Portland, New Hampshire and New York chapters attending. Activists first wowed the locals by marching in peaceable memorial mood in the traditional American Legion parade, toting Old Glory condoms and Bush AIDS flags (skulls and stripes forever). Condom-carrying ACT UPpers were continually summoned over by sidewalk spectators seeking life-saving latex or Bush-damning flags. Even some of the Kennebunk police asked us for condoms - now there's an advance. Looks like the gloved, laminated cops of last year's Labor Day protest are starting to put the rubber where the real danger is. ACT UP's festivities continued with each of several street theatre teams hurrying after its own power-walking Bush imposter through the streets of the port. The Butch Bush Dancers mounted mid-town bridge railings and handed out information while entertaining the passersby. And one troupe snuck off and chained itself to the town post office for seven hours, but police cunningly responded with no arrests.

Comparatively well-mannered work continues among the members of Equal Protection/Portland, the group fighting for lesbian and gay civil rights protections in the form of the city's Human Rights Ordinance. All EPP types showed up at primary polling locales on June 9 to inform voters about the need to keep the petition-challenged ordinance, in the event of a November referendum. Most EPPeople were encouraged by the response, but then conservative voting areas could really set your teeth on edge at times. There is something singularly loathsome in having a fellow citizen tell you to your face "No, I don't think you should have civil rights."

On the other hand, who better than the public at large to trust with the ratification of our rights? Supposedly executive and judicial bodies act as a kind of tolerant vanguard for minorities - and they are indeed genuinely moved to preserve minority rights, as Rodney King's attackers can attest: the rights of the white, straight, middle-

Norma Kraus Eule, MSW, LCSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worker

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual & Group

10 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 04210 (207) 784-8747

VIDEOPORT

Portland's largest selection of Classic, Foreign & Cult Films on video.
WHERE WE’VE BEEN - an exploration of lesbian and gay history

by Stan Clough

WHERE WE ARE . . . an editorial

On June 27, 1969, a revolution erupted that was not led by ideologists with carefully planned strategies for civil disobedience. But neither was this revolution spontaneous. A century of groundwork had been laid prior to Stonewall that allowed the despised minority to revolt against police brutality and the hostile indifference of the dominant culture. For all too long gays and lesbians had been labeled sick, perverted, evil, sinful and child-molesting. Slowly, we began to question these appellations that the dominant culture had pinned on us. To be sure, the internal struggle continues in our quest to see ourselves as good, healthy individuals because of our sexuality. But the people who rebelled at Stonewall had something within themselves that was the product of decades of change in the "mental terrain" - hope. If you give the people hope, or if they find it within themselves, they will rebel. All one has to do is look at the forces unleashed by the French Revolution in 1789 to see this to be true.

The reverberations of that earthquake at Christopher Street's Stonewall are being strongly felt today. Living in Maine or the Maritimes, we all too often feel we are geographically and politically removed from the cultural battlefields of New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Boston. After all, all of the great events of gay and lesbian liberation in the last quarter century have taken place in these cities, right?

But as natives of rural-cultural Maine and the Maritimes, we bring to the revolution unique perspectives that are as important to the struggle as the more media-attractive urban strategies. One perspective that we in Maine and the Maritimes bring to the revolution is the idea of community. It is community that is a wonderful tonic for many of the ills that plague us as lesbians and gays.

The sense of community was pervasive at Symposium XIX during Memorial Day weekend. The folks up in Aroostook and the Maritimes have been working to create a strong sense of community for over a decade. Since Presque Isle does not possess the often-times distracting influence of a gay or lesbian bar, the participants of Symposium XIX experienced the unique perspective of gay and lesbian rural life that those of us who live in Portland all too often deride. Northern Lambda Nord is a tangible sign that gays and lesbians need not be invisible in rural stretches of New England.

Symposium XIX was historic in its celebration of the passing of civil rights ordinance in Portland, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Anne Bishop was one of the keynote speakers. She represents the current struggle of our brothers and sisters to win legal recognition in Nova Scotia. David Scondras, the other speaker, represents the generation of Stonewall that fired the first shots just as the Minutemen at Lexington in 1775. But even more importantly, Symposium XIX, and all the Symposia, is historic because it is Maine and the Maritimes' unique expression of the ongoing celebration of our victory at Stonewall.

David Scondras mentioned the regrettable fact that many within our community look askance at the activities of ACT-UP. He said that we of the older generation of activists

More WHERE WE’VE BEEN = page 11

REFERENDUM UPDATE - Human Rights Ordinance Challenged

Portland's new Human Rights Ordinance, granting various civil rights protections to lesbians and gay men, was passed by the city council on May 11 of this year. However, a group calling itself Concerned Citizens of Portland has since challenged the ordinance with a petition calling for a city-wide referendum on the November ballot. Concerned Citizens turned in its petition with 1,970 signatures to City Hall on June 5.

On June 18, the city clerk's office announced that only 1,604 of the signatures were valid. While this number still passes the required minimum of 1,500, the anti-discrimination group Equal Protection/Portland has the option of running an independent check on the signatures' validity. Any such verification procedure could result in a challenge to the entire referendum effort.

"Given that we may well have a referendum, it's incredibly exciting to see how many people are involved in Equal Protection/Portland," said Diane Elze, an EPP member. "Many of them are people who've never been involved in political work before, and it's just fabulous."

Some activists stated worries that voters would draw a parallel between the civil rights ordinance and the anti-nudity referendum on the November ballot. "What's more important," explained Elze, "is the race between Linda Bean and [U.S. Congressman] Tom Andrews. The right wing will be voting in droves for Bean; those are the same people who will be voting against us. We have got to get people out to vote for Tom Andrews and for us."
QUEER ON THE QUADS
edited by Erica Rand

by Ana R Kissed
University of Southern Maine

The experience of being a student was often overshadowed by engaging in a three year coast-to-coast struggle for custody of my daughters, by caring for my mother, whose death from cancer and chemotherapy was long and horrible, by discovering my identity as an artist, by meeting my son who had been given into adoption after eighteen years previously, and by deciding to not maintain a connection with him - he was just another white boy after all. So being a student often remained an unexamined existence for me.

When I could and did pay attention, I was very aware of how white USM was, that being white was perceived as the human condition, that not being white was perceived as other, exotic, and less than, and that there was a lot of cultural imperialism and appropriation. I noticed that many of the students were working class and many were welfare mothers. I noticed that the university was institutionally constructed by middle- and owning-class values. It was difficult for students who were also single mothers, especially when our kids were sick, or injured or on school vacations that did not coincide with university vacations. Often, I could not focus adequately on either my daughters or my work. My self, my daughters, and my work all suffered from neglect. My teachers at worst tolerated and sometimes welcomed my daughters into their classrooms. Likewise, my daughters sometimes tolerated and often supported my being a student.

Being a Dyke Separatist added a dimension to my being a single mother student. Artists are typically stereotyped as being a tolerant progressive group of people, so the homophobia I experienced in the USM art department was subtle rather than physically threatening. An example of this subtle homophobia was having art-history instructors who would consistently ignore or dismiss the importance of identifying lesbian artists as such.

There were several other dykes in the department. Many were not very out. Some were amused or fearful of my presence; others were very supportive of the lesbian art and revolution I was creating. The attitudes of tolerant amusement from the department liberals and of intolerant hostility from the department assholes were oppressive. My situation was made easier by the presence, and support of Rose, Liz, Lyn, Sondra, Nancy, Becky, Connie, Priscilla and other lesbians and other women in the USM community. There was, however, no physical or metaphysical space in the USM experience where I was able to escape from the heteropatriarchally-constructed ethic that men fucking (over) women was then the normal human condition. Hetsex was not something I liked being around.

Too much of the art, literature, music, dance and ideas that I was required to familiarize myself with as a student was about men fucking (over) women. Some was about men fucking men. Usually, none was about women doing women. So I always made it a point to talk about lesbians and to identify as lesbian the dykes whose work we studied.

This would sometimes create an ethical dilemma. I wanted to let lesbians and other women in my classes know that there is an evolving lesbian culture, separate from the heteropatriarchy and separate from gay men. But these classes usually contained men, and it was important to do this in a way that did not give men access to lesbians. It was difficult. One time I arranged for only women in my class to see photos from gatherings of lesbians and other women. In another class, it just happened that only women were enrolled. We all acknowledged and treasured the difference in being with women only.

Now I am considering finishing my degree. I need to take an English Lit credit and to pay some parking fines. The fines I can deal with. I don’t know if I can deal with white boys’ books and ideas.

MAUREEN T. FERRITER
Counselor, M.Ed.

139 Park Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 775-9061

Advocating change to support the creation of a life that works
### CALENDAR

**THURSDAY 7/2**

Maine Choice Coalition pro-choice rally in response to the Supreme Court’s decision in the PA abortion case. (Decision to be handed down in late June or early July). Noon, Monument Square, Portland, ME. FMI*: (207) 623-2729 or (207) 874-1100.

**SUNDAY 7/5**

Hike with Time Out in NH to Arethusa Falls and Webster Cliffs. FMI*: (603) 749-1449 or (207) 883-6934.

**MONDAY 7/6**

Equal Protection/Portland meets at 72 Pine St., Portland, ME, 7pm. Come and help fight the referendum! Info line (207) 780-5656.

**TUESDAY 7/7**

Time Out Planning Potluck Plan for summer events for your skill level, favorite area or sport and get help organizing a trip. FMI*: (207) 883-6934.

**WEDNESDAY 7/8**

FLAG General Meeting Unitarian Fellowship House

749 Charlotte St., Fredericton, New Brunswick. 7pm. FMI*: (506) 457-2156.

**THURSDAY 7/9**


**FRI. 7/10 - SUN. 7/12**


**SATURDAY 7/11**

Bath-Popham Beach Day with Time Out. Meet for breakfast in Bath & then paddle your bike (15 mi. round trip) to Popham. Bring liquids & lunch goods to share. Sun Screen & helmets required. FMI*: (603) 749-1449 or (207) 883-6934.

**SUNDAY 7/12**

Limelight Presents... Stormin’ Norman Cruise 6-8:30pm. Tickets $12/adv. $18/day of cruise at Casco Bay Lines. Advance tickets available at Limelight - see Mac.

**THURSDAY 7/9**


**FRI. 7/10 - SUN. 7/12**


**SATURDAY 7/11**

Bath-Popham Beach Day with Time Out. Meet for breakfast in Bath & then paddle your bike (15 mi. round trip) to Popham. Bring liquids & lunch goods to share. Sun Screen & helmets required. FMI*: (603) 749-1449 or (207) 883-6934.

**SUNDAY 7/12**

Limelight Presents... Stormin’ Norman Cruise 6-8:30pm. Tickets $12/adv. $18/day of cruise at Casco Bay Lines. Advance tickets available at Limelight - see Mac.

**MONDAY 7/13**

Equal Protection/Portland meets. See 7/6

**FRI.-SUN. 7/17-19**

The Other Round-Up Burlington, VT Gay & Lesbian Grp of AA. Mtgs., workshops, picnic, dance, fun mtg. Reg. $45. Burlington HS, Burlington, VT. FMI*: Tammy ((802) 865-3098) or Paul ((802) 863-9086) or write to GLAA/The Other Round-Up, PO Box 5653, Burlington, VT 05402-5653.

Conference for Catholic Lesbians (CCL). 6th General conference in Waltham, MA. Contact CCL, PO Box 436, Planetarium Station, NY, NY 10024. FMI*: (607) 432-9295.

**SATURDAY 7/18**

Gay/lesbian sober dance at the Burlington Boathouse on the waterfront, Burlington, VT. DJ Dee Jones. Adm. $5, 9pm-1am.

**SUNDAY 7/19**


**MONDAY 7/20**

Equal Protection/Portland meets. See 7/6

**SATURDAY 7/25**

FLAG Dance, Ecole Ste Anne, Priestman St., Fredericton, New Brunswick. FMI*: (506) 457-2156.

**MONDAY 7/27**

Equal Protection/Portland meets. See 7/6.

**FRI. 7/31-SUN. 8/2**

A spiritual retreat for women led by Arinna Weisman - exploring Buddhism and Feminism at Tenants Harbor, ME. FMI*: (207) 354-6930.

**FRI. 7/31-MON. 8/3**

WOMYN's Group camping trip at Cape Tormentine, New Brunswick. Women only. FMI*: (506) 457-2156.

### FESTIVALS

Northampton Lesbian Festival. 7/18-19 (date changed from 7/25-26). Hampshire College, Amherst, MA. FMI*: (413) 586-8251. For accommodations* Jennifer (413) 582-1267.

Michigan Womyn's Music Festival. 8/11-16. FMI (brochure & tix) write to WWTMC, Box 22, Walhalla, MI 49548.


Ohio Lesbian Fest 9/12. FMI: write to P.O. Box 02086, Columbus, OH 43202.

---

**CALENDAR LISTING(S)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>FMI*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Remember: Deadline is the 20th!*
More NEWS from page 1

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. - It's a sign of the times that televangelist Pat Robertson won't be able to ignore.

The Virginia Department of Transportation has given the nod for the Hampton Roads Lesbian/Gay Pride Coalition to join the Department's successful "Adopt-A-Highway" program. Participants in the program "adopt" a stretch of highway and make a two-year commitment to keep the right-of-way clear of trash. In exchange, the DOT erects a sign on the section of highway, announcing the organization's participation in the program.

The Hampton Roads Group, however, did not just pick any stretch of highway, according to Our Own, a Norfolk-based Gay monthly. They chose a section of Interstate 64 right in front of Robertson's Christian Broadcasting Network. And unlike some organizations participating in the program, the Gay group's entire name - not just the acronym HRLGPC - will appear on the sign.

"We initially thought of a protest [against Robertson], but wanted to do something lasting and something positive," said William Blackburn, a member of the Coalition. "The sign says [to Robertson and the community at large], 'We're here. We're a part of your community and take pride in it as you do.'"

Robertson, a one-time Republican presidential candidate, has been a vocal opponent of equal rights for Gay men and Lesbians. The syndicated 700 Club show, produced by Robertson's Christian Broadcasting Network, regularly attacks "the homosexual agenda" and broadcasts disparaging reports on Gays and AIDS.

BUDDHIST MEDITATION FOR LESBIANS AND GAY MEN

by Arinna Weisman

At the end of a recent retreat for lesbians and gay men a few people expressed their surprise at discovering a deep connection between Buddhism and being gay. Both Buddhism and being lesbian or gay invite us to challenge our conditioning, the roles that we have identified with and which this culture has presented to us. Both Buddhism and being gay ask us to discover a path to freedom and celebration of being.

Lesbians and gay men are disenfranchised groups in this culture. We do not receive material benefits, recognition, power or even basic safety for being gay. We are instead targets of violence and ridicule.

Yet there is a space in our hearts that tells us we are beautiful, that loving same sex partners is healing and right for us. It is where we find ourselves at home. These contradictions we live with can become the invitation for a deeper investigation of ourselves. Our hearts ask us, how can we live a life in which we honor and respect ourselves? How can we live a life in love and free from suffering? Buddhism presents us with ethical guidelines and a practice of meditation which make this deep investigation possible. The meditation practice provides us a way of unearthing the truth. The Buddha did not talk about a God outside ourselves. He was a human being, as we are, who through trial and error discovered a way to open his mind to the truth. So one of the most important aspects of Buddhist teachings is that we can all do it. In this sense it is a very ordinary practice accessible to everyone.

During a retreat we spend periods of time sitting together in silence choosing a particular focus, usually the feeling of the breath, to keep us anchored to the present moment. We take time to walk, paying attention to the movements of our bodies. At other times we pay close attention to our actual experience of eating, getting dressed, washing the dishes, etc. Our minds become free of the usual chatter we live with and calm down enough so we can see into ourselves - a deep intuitive knowing. It is with this seeing that the unconscious thoughts, roles and conditioning we have taken as our truth start to fall away. As the mind opens, a space is created.
ASK THIGHMASTER

Are you lonely, horny, confused, not getting what you want? Did you go vanilla for true love, and come to regret it? Is your Virgo lover organizing you out of house and home? Do you repeatedly drag home people you think are total studs, only to find, when push comes to shove, that they are butch in the streets and (retro) fem in the sheets? Do you struggle over proper seating-arrangement etiquette when everybody coming to (or at) your dinner party has done everybody else? Are you desperately in love with your boss, your teacher, or your best friend's chick? Are you still debating the merits of nonmonogamy, serial monogamy, breast implants, cock enlargers, Lee Press-on nails, or caffeine-free soft drinks? Do you find yourself fantasizing about Barbie, Ken, Vanna, or Dan Quayle, and want someone to tell you if it's O.K.? Do you wonder what those 23 positions in a one-night stand might actually be? What should you do?

The answer is clear: Ask Thighmaster. You could write to the Advocate Advisor, but then you'd have your knees in gratitude. Letters can be sent to Thighmaster c/o Phoenix Press, PO Box 4743, Portland, ME 04112.

More LETTERS from page 2

our limits. We need your ongoing financial support - we need advertisers, subscribers and donations. APEX fills a need in northern New England - that's what you have told us. But words alone don't pay for electricity, supplies, phone bills, etc. If this publication is important to you, show your support and send a check today. Thank you!

Phoenix Press Collective

An open letter to the community...

If you are gay and ashamed of it, don't be. You are not alone. There are millions of gay people all over the world. You should be proud of who you are. You are a special person - there is no one else like you in the world. There is only one you. Stand with pride and tell them that you are gay and proud of it. Look them in the eye and tell them that you are gay. Stand up for your rights - don't let anyone keep you in the closet. It's ok to be gay! You're only hurting yourself by keeping it a secret. Break the closet door open, set yourself free. You will find that freedom is a real nice thing to have. No more pressure from worrying if someone will tell your parents or wife and family. Do it for yourself. I know, because I have done it for myself when I came out in APEX, our best gay paper in Maine. I want to thank them for helping me out of the closet. I'm free at last and proud to be gay.

Joe Cote
class male minority; the fundamentalist right minority; and the corporate property-owning minority. The term "minority rights," after all, only serves to divide up the majority - the many classes of people who must counteract a history of discrimination. In this effort, legal protection is the least we can demand.

Yet the powers-that-oppress decry "special rights" and in the same breath they claim we're covered already under the Constitution. Nope. Bogus. Talk of democracy is not complete without an account of history and constitutional rights mean nothing when shorn of the specific historical context that forces the need for these rights. Rodney King needed rights not only as a human being, but as a black man. So he got neither.

When laws do come to accommodate these truths - as they have, generally, with regard to race, religion, gender, age and sometimes nationality and disability - the powers-that-be next pronounce us to be encamped in competing factions. The trick is to form alliances along lines where only dissociation or minute, habitual coalition have tended to appear. To this end Equal Protection/Portland, in inviting onto its steering committee the radicals, the newly political and anyone else committed to the cause at hand, has made a good first move in promoting disobedient liaisons - the kind queers do best.

---

More BUDDHIST from page 7

for who we really are to be expressed.

Buddhist practice and tenets are not based on patriarchy. The teachings are rooted in the practice of self help, the reality that each person is fully responsible for her or his own life and can bring about true freedom for themselves. For example, when I hold an orange in my hand, I am the one experiencing the orange. While it may be true that some patriarchal men in the Buddhist tradition have defined "orange" according to their experience, there is nothing stopping me from experiencing the orange myself and coming to my own conclusions about the experience. Thus I find my own truth.

These are some of the reasons I think this practice can be such a gift to the lesbian and gay communities, and can create the condition for a new community to come into being. The process of opening to who we really are, of redefining ourselves according to our actual experiences rather than the definitions we have unconsciously taken on, is opening a new space for each of us to be who we really are: lesbian and gay, beautiful and free.
LIST YOUR GROUP! PLEASE SEND INFORMATION AND/OR UPDATES TO PHOENIX PRESS, P.O. BOX 4743, PORTLAND, ME 04112

HOT-LINES


Gay-Lesbian Phoneline, (603) 224-1686

OUTN. living or vacationing in western ME

Burlington, Jewish group, meets monthly.

AM SOCIAL GROUPS

Quarterly newsletter for women and MT.

L@gay/lesbian parents

inc

POLITICAL

FREDERICTON LESBIANS & GAYS

P.O. Box 1556, Station A

FREDERICTON, NB E3B 5G2 Canada


MERRYMEETING AIDS SUPPORT SERVICES

P.O. Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011-0057. Provides support grp services relating to AIDS and HIV. FMI © (207) 725-4955.

OUT FOR GOOD - Lesbian discussion/support group. Thurs. 7-9pm.

First Parish Church, 15 Beach St., Saco, ME. Deals with issues rele

vant to lesbian lifestyle. Fee, but $1 donation requested for room rental. Conf., non-smoking mtg. FMI © Bobbi after 5:30pm (207)247-3461.

WOMEN'S INCEST AND SEXUAL ASSAULT SURVIVORS' GROUP

Open support/discussion for women only. At Women's Forum on USM campus (86 Winslow St.) Weds. 12:30-2:00. FMI © 874-6593.

POLITICAL

FREDERICTON LESBIANS & GAYS

P.O. Box 1556, Station A

FREDERICTON, NB E3B 5G2 Canada

AIDS COALITION TO UNLEASH POWER (ACT UP)

142 High St., Suite 222 Portland, ME 04101; (207) 828-0566; FAX: (207)828-0566. Meets Sun. 7pm at YWCA (87 Spring St., Portland, ME).

EQUAL PROTECTION/PORTLAND

PO Box 1894, Portland, ME 04104 (207)879-0360. Volunteer to help save Portland's Human Rights Ordinance. All individuals welcome.

F.A.R. (FEMINISTS AGAINST RAPE)

A feminist/activist group seeking to stop sexism in the media, courts and streets. 1 in 3 women is sexually assaulted in America. These are the hate crime times. Meets weekly. FMI © (207)772-5941 or (207)772-0935.

GREATER PORTLAND N.O.W.

c/o YWCA, 87 Spring St., Ptd., ME 04101, (207)879-0877(Catherine) or (207)871-0618 (Jennifer). Mail: PO Box 4012, Ptd., ME 04101. An action-oriented group. Primary goals are 3-fold: (1) foster Equal Rights for women; (2) insure unrestricted choice around reproduction rights; (3) support lesbian and gay rights. Speakers and events for the public on the 4th Tues. of every month.
EMPLOYMENT

Advertising salesperson needed for small but growing L/G publication. Experience necessary. Knowledge of Northern New England a plus. Commission only. FMI (207) 282-8091 or write to Phoenix Press, P.O. Box 4743, Portland, ME 04112.

ROOMMATES

Lesbian wanted to share spacious, sunny apartment near Eastern Promenade, Portland, ME with 2 dykes and 3 animals. $200/mo. (includes utilities, except heat). Available immediately. (207) 775-3380.

CLASSES/INSTRUCTION

A spiritual retreat for women with insight meditation led by Arinna Weisman exploring Buddhism and Feminism. Tenants Harbor, ME. Periods of silence, movement, group discussion and ritual. July 31 - Aug. 2. $71-$91. FMI call (207) 354-6930.

TRAVEL/VACATIONS

A Lesbian Paradise! - 20 charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. HIGHLANDS INN, Box 118 PP, Bethlehem, NH 03574. (603) 869-3978.

"40 Putney Road Bed & Breakfast" One of Brattleboro’s finest architectural landmarks located on the West River near the heart of downtown, this three story white brick French Barional Mansion offers a stately setting for your getaway. Charming bedrooms or two room suite, all with private baths, fireplaces, garden rooms, air conditioned, full breakfast. Walk downtown to restaurants, shops, theaters. Brattleboro, Vermont (802) 254-6268.

PASSENGES

Ron McClinton, 47, died June 14th at a Portland hospital of AIDS-related complications. In 1991, he founded the Matlovich Society, an educational and cultural organization for gay men and lesbians in Maine. Ron named the society after Leonard Matlovich, the first person to challenge the military’s policy to exclude homosexuals from service.
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A Campaign You Can Believe In

SIGN ME UP FOR FREEDOM'93

Name ________________________
Address ____________________
City ________________________
State ______ Zip ______________

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
PO Box 232
Hallowell ME 04347

AMADEUS MUSIC

332 Fore Street
Portland, Maine 04101
207-772-8416

uncommon records, tapes, & C.D.'s

EVERBRITE CLEANING

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Tim Harrington
443-1211

ANNETTE DRAGON

PHOTOGRAPHY

(207) 773-7999

DROP ME A LINE...

PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIFTS AND WRAP

144 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND 773-5547

NOW OPEN THURSDAYS 'TIL 9

FREE in '93

It's A Campaign You Can Believe In

Lamb's Mill Inn

Box 676, Lamb's Mill Rd.
Naples, ME 04055
207-693-6253

inkeepers

Laurie Tinkham - Sandy Long
Reservations suggested
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